Kigali Declaration: Climate science for a sustainable future for all
- Science Supplement -

Highlights of the Conference

The following is a summary of the main outcomes of the World Climate Research Programme’s Open Science Conference that took place in Kigali between October 23 and 27 in 2023. This once-in-a-decade event was truly hybrid with around 700 delegates participating onsite at the Conference Center and an equal number joining virtually from all around the world. The Conference was instrumental in reaching audiences from the Global South (32% of the delegates were from Africa and 26% from other regions of the Global South), and at the same time had a clear eye to the future, attracting many early career scientists from around the world.

Conference participants highlighted that the increasingly rapid human-induced changes in the Earth’s climate have led to profound and widespread changes in the atmosphere, ocean, cryosphere, and biosphere. Each of the last three decades has been successively hotter than those before. Global surface temperatures have already breached 1.5°C for individual months over the last year and may surpass 1.5°C for all of 2023 (Berkeley Earth estimate). This threshold will be increasingly breached – likely every second year by the 2030s.

Conference participants discussed the increasing severity of complex extremes, including compound extreme events and cascading hazards, and highlighted the gaps in our current understanding of the drivers and mechanisms of systemic changes and their impacts in different regions. They also discussed the science needed to help communities manage the complex risks arising from the inevitable climate change impacts being experienced today, and the unavoidable future impacts that are already committed, with a focus on the Global South1.

Current policies and pledges are vastly insufficient to reduce greenhouse gas emissions at the pace and scale required to limit global warming well below 2°C. Instead, emissions close to today’s levels in the coming decades imply exceeding 2°C by the 2050s and close to 3°C by the end of this century. The cumulative effect of CO₂ emissions, including the committed sea level rise, will require substantial adaptation responses.

As with other regions of the Global South, African countries face disproportionate burdens, risks and impacts arising from changes in severe weather events and patterns, including prolonged droughts, heatwaves, devastating floods and landslides, disastrous tropical cyclones, and wild/forest fires, because of climate change. Similar impacts have been observed in Latin America, the Caribbean, and the Pacific Islands, particularly in large urban centers and in coastal and small island regions where a large percentage of the population live in informal settlements. These changes have the potential to cause humanitarian crises in association with conflicts around the globe with detrimental impacts on economies, water, food security, ecosystems and biodiversity, health, education, migration, and peace. Moreover, current adaptation initiatives in the Global South are not enough to counteract the observed impacts from climate change and a considerable gap in adaptation actions continues to increase. Adaptation and mitigation decisions benefit from timely, accurate, and contextual climate information. Adequate financing, technology transfer, and capacity building can help bridge the gaps in adaptation in these regions.

Continued growth in anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions, combined with systemic changes in land use, atmospheric aerosol content and the resulting changes in the absorption of solar radiation will further intensify climate change impacts which, if continued uninterrupted, will lead to record breaking, unprecedented events in the Earth system that will dramatically affect humans and life around the world. Any further delays to climate change mitigation and associated societal transformations will exacerbate future impacts.

1 The term “Global South” is used here to refer principally to the most vulnerable and resource limited.
Unprecedented societal and technological transformation on a global scale, for attaining net zero carbon emissions as soon as possible, is urgently required for avoiding future warming beyond 3°C. Future stabilization of temperatures will rely on reaching net-zero emission conditions, requiring new technologies, investment, rapid financial support to vulnerable nations, and commitment by all parties. Good governance and wider leadership by businesses, communities and others is essential.

The sections below summarize the main conference outcomes, starting with the main outcomes from the so-called “Dome Plenary Sessions” held in the Kigali Conference Center Dome, followed by a synthesis of all science sessions organized as Advances, Challenges and Opportunities, and finally the outcomes of each of the 40 individual science sessions.
Dome Plenaries

2023 has been confirmed as the hottest year on record, with exceptionally high global ocean temperatures. The reasons for this year’s unprecedented spikes in temperature increases in the atmosphere and the ocean are still under investigation but, combined, they illustrate the complexity and connectivity of the climate system, and the urgent need to find sustainable solutions based on understanding of the Earth’s climate system.

In the past, there has been research and debates regarding global tipping points. While the definition of tipping points and the correct use of the phrase needs to be revisited, we have begun to realize that regional tipping points could be as detrimental as global tipping points. As a prominent example, the southern Amazon is close to a tipping point because of the combined effects of land use and climate change on the Amazon. The current Amazon drought is the worst on record – not least because deforestation depletes moisture retention after the rainy season.

A giant leap is also required by societies embarking on a new path to a sustainable world. It requires that we fundamentally reconfigure our economies, energy, food, and health systems so that they work for both people and the planet. Climate science plays a key role in empowering vulnerable nations and levelling the playing field.

Beyond problems already existing today, water security will become an increasingly real and pressing problem in the future: in 2030, 85% of the world population will live in arid regions. But the challenges of water are really: too much, too little, too polluted. The impacts of climate change on water security and availability affect communities differently, depending on their resilience and capacity. Similarly, water-related disasters affect communities differently. A new water culture is needed with education at all levels.

Extreme weather events – from flooding to compound heatwaves; droughts and wildfires – are all being increasingly experienced around the world, with human influences contributing to many observed changes. Climate change related impacts and associated losses and damages have intensified, accompanied by increasing climate anxiety; by more environmental degradation; and by disinformation and erosion of trust in science. However, these extreme weather events are happening at the same time as extreme political conflicts around the world and setting priorities depends on societal situations. There cannot be sufficient climate action without peace. However, we are not living in a time of peace, safety or security – this is the context for a discussion of what it means to deal with climate extremes in the context of climate inequity and justice. Moreover, we cannot have climate justice without social, political and economic justice and especially without human rights. The climate emergency leads to disproportionate risks and harms to those who have done the least to cause the climate crisis – especially those living in the Global South. Inequities (around climate risks) sit alongside gender, economic, and cultural inequities. There are also regional, national and within country inequities. Future climate actions need to consider equity and justice and must be addressed alongside climate change. We are far away from both. Vulnerable populations and countries have legitimate development demands and want to see themselves as part of the solution.

There is need to advance and create new science, technologies, and institutional frameworks suitable to manage climate risk and meet society’s urgent need for actionable climate information. Carbon Dioxide Removal (CDR) is needed to achieve net zero targets, including land-based and ocean-based CDR. But CDR is not an alternative to essentially stopping all fossil fuel use. All approaches have different trade-offs and risks. For example, reforestation if inappropriately deployed could increase competition for land. A rush to sequester carbon encourages large-scale planting of trees without distinguishing between reforestation and afforestation. There is a real risk that financial incentives have the potential to drive large-scale land conversion. Solar Radiation Modification (SRM) aims to intentionally manipulate the radiation balance at the top of the Earth’s atmosphere. There needs to be detailed strategies for research to inform policy about the risks and possible benefits of SRM, especially as these risks are high given current limitations in modeling the regional impacts of such
manipulations. Building an effective, transdisciplinary research program that investigates the risks, benefits and impacts of climate intervention will require coordination across multiple agencies, national laboratories, and cooperative institutes — along with strong international engagement and collaboration. WCRP must be active in this research domain. It must be the “honest broker” and a respected community voice in comprehensively assessing the benefits and risks of proposed climate intervention approaches, and in synthesizing results — either leading or playing a major role in establishing a globally inclusive, transparent, and equitable scientific assessment process.

More open science, open data and citizen science is required, around the world and especially in the Global South where there is an enormous thirst for information. What is missing in general is that we are not connecting the problem to people or are misaligned to local contextual realities and lived experiences. Different users have different needs for information on weather and climate in terms of time scale and variables, depending on the sector. The common factor is the need for local and contextual information on a scale relatable to users. In other words: we need to integrate model output with the real-world changes. Climate modelling or observations for society need to generate local information for applications.

The quiet revolution of numerical weather prediction is giving way to the era of global kilometer-scale models and machine learning tools. Kilometer-scale models will improve the realism of simulations significantly and are now becoming available for wider applications. This will make a difference for generating large and unified training datasets. Existing machine learning models are already beating conventional physically based weather forecast models in deterministic scores, for some parameters but not others, and are much faster by several orders of magnitudes. However, conventional models will not be replaced by machine learning tools. The next steps will include: better models, easier to use tools, and high performance data and computing will be federated. We need to find new public/private balance and make sure that the IT industry helps with groundwork development.

Addressing climate change to pursue ambitious development goals has real value, and inequalities must be addressed as fundamental rights. Systems transitions are key in this process: energy; industrial; (land, water, ocean, ecosystem); urban infrastructure; societal choices and transitions; they all need to evolve and address decarbonization. Fundamental pillars for decarbonization are:

- Technology: this remains a challenge
- Finances: decarbonization costs significant money
- Human capacity

Global South nations are limited in financial capacity to follow conventional decarbonization pathways as they face non-climate challenges including debt, competing priorities of economic development and poverty alleviation, while seeking infrastructural transformation to leapfrog the historical pathways of the Global North.

There is progress on climate change mitigation and sustainable development. Technology costs have fallen. Solar pricing has dropped by 85% and electric batteries are also cheaper. But we continue to invest in fossil fuels. Emissions have grown in most regions but are unevenly distributed. There are options now available in every sector to halve emissions by 2030. We need to understand which options work in which region and which sector. The challenge is to scale these up in the energy and industry sectors, cities, transport and buildings, consumption patterns.

As an example, agriculture is at the frontline of the impacts of climate change, but it is also a contributor to climate change. We need to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions, but we need to do it with care so as not to penalize the most vulnerable communities who have not contributed to climate change. Unless there are immediate and deep emissions reductions across all sectors, including agriculture, 1.5°C is beyond our reach. But stringent mitigation to keep within 1.5°C to 2°C may lead to severe food insecurity in sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia. We must mitigate but without affecting the lives and livelihoods of all other sectors/population that are vulnerable to the impacts of climate
change. A just transition should apply to the agri-food sector in parity with all other sectors. There is a need to invest in solutions that work, are proven and benefit also the most vulnerable people and the planet. The four principles of an agricultural breakthrough are:

1. Sustainable increases in agricultural productivity in low- and middle-income countries.
2. Reduced greenhouse gas emissions from the agri-food sector.
3. Improved soil, water resources and natural ecosystems.
4. Improved adaptation and resilience to climate change particularly for vulnerable producers.

There should be capacity development for inter-disciplinary research and action in the Global South that goes beyond skills transfer. We need to rethink our role as scientists and publishers, funders, individuals, and avoid helicopter research and extractive partnerships in favor of peer partnerships. Climate literacy, the limitations of local expertise and data, and the relevance of making more training opportunities/programs available (e.g. through the WCRP Academy) are all topics that require attention. Besides the need for more climate scientists, training climate negotiators and ensuring a high level of local and champion engagement is also important—Engagement necessarily entails building mutual learning relationships with stakeholders at all levels and sectors, including extension services. For this dialogue relevant information of stakeholder context is critical to develop and align evidence-based and actionable climate information that integrates local and indigenous knowledge and is delivered through climate services tailored to stakeholder cultural realities. It is essential to position climate information relevant to stakeholder’s climate and non-climate stressors in ways that align to their competency and capacity to adopt useful and usable information, while also building the science community’s comprehension of the heterogeneity of stakeholder lived experiences. There should equally be commensurate capacity development and contextual literacy for the Global North of the lived experience and contextual realities of undertaking climate science in the Global South, and the marked differences between these.

As we confront increasingly pressing environmental challenges, the vigor and innovation of the next generation of climate researchers are pivotal in shaping the trajectory of scientific knowledge and its application for a more sustainable future.

With respect to the future of climate research, two additional actions need to take place: Firstly, the climate research community needs to empower early- and mid- career researchers’ leadership, particularly those from the Global South, at both the national and international levels. This involves recognizing the increasing role that younger generations play in addressing the climate change problem and its impacts, as they are poised to inhabit a warmer world with more climate-related extreme events. Secondly, it is necessary to enhance the international climate research agenda on emerging topics like Citizen science, Urban studies, extreme weather events, Artificial Intelligence/Machine Learning techniques, climate intervention, and incorporating context with the generation of actionable climate information for solutions.
Synthesis of Session Outcomes

Advances

With improved observations, methods of detection, and models, we are starting to see the emergence of climate change signals in relation to natural climate variability, improvements in our understanding of jets and eddies in both atmosphere and ocean, from the atmospheric jet stream in the Northern Hemisphere to the Antarctic Circumpolar Current in the Southern Ocean; and in our understanding of rapid or irreversible changes in the earth climate system ranging from land to ocean and cryosphere, and in particular, their interaction.

Novel techniques of model-data fusion are now available and in use (including Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence) with advances in high-resolution climate modelling, understanding, adaptation and mitigation. Efforts are underway by the community to produce global datasets, reanalyses such as ERA5 in the atmosphere and other products such as those provided by Copernicus of easy access. Similar efforts spin up now for the Earth system.

Machine Learning is an important new tool whose use in developing new modeling approaches, bringing together dynamical and statistical downscaling and dealing with risk components systematically, is becoming more widespread. Major developments are underway that exploit machine learning to improve and replace parameterizations in the atmosphere and ocean. Together with other developments, they are leading to advances in research-based climate forecasting, prediction, and the development of early warning systems for climate extremes and hazards.

Advances are ongoing in higher resolution modelling to simulate convection and scale interactions with implications for both global-regional scales and local extremes. Progress is being made in representing human intervention in the land surface and water cycle in Earth system models (ESMs). Among those developments is a new African ESM that includes grassland ecosystems. There is an explosion of new techniques for paleoclimate reconstructions, which has enabled advances in our knowledge of longer-term changes in various aspects of the Earth’s climate system and climate sensitivity in the last decade or two. There has been progress in understanding characteristics of, and changes in, extreme events, with increasing confidence in changes for extreme heat and drought in some regions. Advances have been made in our knowledge of changes in extreme rainfall, although gaps remain.

There have been advances in quantifying changes in the Earth Energy budget and increasing our understanding of the drivers and the importance of anthropogenic forcing for regional precipitation changes. Carbon cycle feedbacks under a changing climate are very important for understanding future Earth System responses. The interannual variability of the ocean carbon sink appears to be higher than previously thought. The Earth energy changes estimate from the ocean heat inventory is progressing rapidly towards an estimate of 0.7±0.3 Wm$^{-2}$ heat uptake over the period 2005-2019, with smaller and more robust uncertainties. The heat uptake shows significant interannual variability of ±0.5 Wm$^{-2}$ and a trend of 0.4±0.3 Wm$^{-2}$ per decade that are both independently and consistently captured by top of atmosphere radiation measurements, in-situ ocean temperature measurements and ocean thermal expansion satellite estimates. Changes in the tropical lower tropospheric stability along with changes in tropical convective aggregation explain a substantial part of the interannual variability. Clear sky feedbacks on global climate are very robust in climate models and well understood, but questions remain about whether processes not currently represented in models could alter these feedbacks outside the model range. These questions relate to convective organization, altering humidity, and may soon be addressed by global high-resolution simulations.

Challenges

Recent global temperature changes have highlighted that a full system understanding of the climate and Earth is still missing and that especially non-linearities and feedbacks need to be included. As an example, the sudden warming of 2023 is not all explainable by forcing changes. Among the required
knowledge improvements is a better understanding of internal variability, tropical-extratropical interactions, ocean-land-atmosphere interactions, eddies, jets, a more accurate localization of extremes, storms, and monsoon systems at the intraseasonal time scales. In fact, there remains a distinct lack of process understanding for monsoons, including the role of ocean and land and their interactions with the atmosphere, for which routine and field campaign measurements have been shown to have a proven benefit.

An understanding of future circulation changes in the atmosphere and ocean, and the role of internal variability and forced responses – all crucial aspect of regional climate changes, is required but currently lacking. Furthermore, a better understanding of the complex role of biosphere-atmosphere-climate interaction processes that lead to climate feedbacks under increased temperature is also required. Climate and climate risk projections remain uncertain. A probabilistic treatment of climate risks in a future climate is therefore often not possible or misleading.

We need a better understanding of the sources, fate and impacts of short-lived climate forcers, including novel Fluorine gases, secondary organic aerosols, and tropospheric ozone. Cloud-feedbacks continue to be uncertain – some of this uncertainty comes from changes in water content of high clouds, as well as phase changes. There are strong reasons to expect some climate-dependence of climate sensitivity. Causes of specific ocean warming patterns need to be unraveled in order to advance our understanding of climate feedbacks and climate sensitivity. Feedbacks in the Earth system and cascading events pose also challenges in attribution of extremes and their impacts. Properly accounting for confounding drivers remains difficult.

Understanding land use and land degradation is important because of its impact on climate through water and energy fluxes, and the significant socioeconomic consequences. Despite research efforts to evaluate land use change and its impacts on carbon, energy, and water fluxes, fundamental challenges remain, especially related to understanding the trade-offs and co-benefits of sustainable land management practices, including those related to carbon dioxide removal and sustainable agriculture. There is a growing need for more advanced models for land use and land cover change.

Large uncertainties remain also in the land carbon sink, despite important recent developments. Deforestation and land degradation, climatic extremes governing the interannual variability of the land carbon stock, carbon turnover times, and model uncertainties due to gaps in process understanding contribute towards this uncertainty.

The changing water cycle and its consequences on human water resources needs more attention. This includes reducing uncertainties and improving confidence in precipitation and evaporation projections and how the length and intensity of rain events will change. Observed trends in the water cycle can, in some regions of the world, be attributed to climate drivers, but in most cases these changes are attributed to other anthropogenic factors, such as urbanization or water abstraction. Methods are urgently needed to separate the climate and the anthropogenic signals in the observed indicators of the continental water cycle, including extremes. Research is needed to better understand the role of aerosols on extreme rainfall events.

The problem of longstanding climate model biases remains, notably in regional precipitation and teleconnection patterns. In this context there is also a need to close observational gaps and build sustainable observing systems – noting the emerging opportunities described below. At the same time, reducing model deficiencies in simulating internal variability modes at several time scales, tropical-extratropical interactions, and ocean-atmosphere-land interactions are all important. Improvements are needed in global ocean reanalysis and regional ocean modelling. An initiative like an ocean CORDEX could stimulate important advances, particularly parameterizations of air-sea flux and upper ocean processes in models. Improvements to the underlying modelling for forecasting systems are also required. Because of remaining uncertainties in climate and climate risk projections, a probabilistic treatment of climate risks in a future climate is often not possible or misleading. One
needs to anticipate the unexpected, i.e., events that have previously been considered impossible or at least implausible.

There is a need for urban-resolving climate modeling approaches across scales, that accurately represents urban characteristics and processes and capture the feedback from urban areas to larger weather and climate processes. Ideally human behavior should be part of these models to help city planning in the future. There is also the need to ensure that effective tools are supported and embedded within national disease control programs. Regional collaboration in developing climate services for infectious disease control is critical. While there are advances in understanding extremes (characteristics, changes, confidence), linking these to drivers, feedbacks and compound characteristics remains a challenge.

Another gap is the effective communication of the results from operational predictive systems that can be used for decision-making. Access to advanced technology to Global South science, along with a lack of Global South data, are also outstanding challenges. Small island states need tools and protocols (and perhaps other support) to do their own attribution studies. There is need for inter- and trans-disciplinary research that connects to those stakeholders who are potentially affected. The development of regional information continues to evolve – moving closer to decision scales, but there remain challenges in the operationalization of co-production to best align with decision needs. Standards and measures to ensure robustness of climate services (and how to do this) are key requirements. Synthesizing individual learning to develop a broader base of understanding is needed, and so enable more comprehensive monitoring and evaluation.

There is a poor representation of the Global South in climate research and there remains significant inadequacies in obtaining, accessing and processing data into information and the lack of relevant observations to enable communities to optimally benefit. Capacity-poor nations continue to be disempowered by modalities of engagement with capacity-rich nations.

**Opportunities**

Among the opportunities ahead is a “three legged” approach to understand the role of atmospheric composition involving laboratory measurements, verified through in situ observations and modelling. Advances in higher resolution modelling are now possible, with the use of machine learning for improving parameterizations along with other applications (e.g. model tuning, prediction) to simulate scale interactions and implications for both global-regional scales and local extremes, as well as new large ensembles. Making methodologies transparent and reproducible, making benchmarking data available to build trust, and ensuring that documentation is accessible and available are all important steps in this context that can be approach.

There are many opportunities to improve Earth System Models, e.g. through improved representation of ecosystems and human intervention in the water cycle, as also evidenced by the advances mentioned above. Realizing the full potential of sub-seasonal to seasonal and seasonal-to-decadal predictions is within reach, including for extreme events impacts and decision support. Likewise, there are opportunities for more skillful and decision-relevant predictions from forecasts at weekly to sub-seasonal to seasonal time scales, that can be tailored in response to user needs and feedback.

There are new opportunities emerging to close observational gaps and build sustainable observing systems. As an example, new satellite missions will bring open access to global data for all, such as NASA’s mission for simultaneous 5 km wind and ocean current observations. Rectifying the mismatch between data gathered in the Global North and South can be achieved through establishing and supporting strong relationships across the Global South and North - especially at the graduate level where student exchanges can be an effective way of surmounting some of these issues. Monitoring the state of the climate system in near real time and developing operational capabilities for attribution and prediction of emerging changes, are all opportunities that are within reach. Improved oceanic and land carbon estimates, deep-learning-enhanced process representations in land surface models, and
Satellite observational records significantly enhance our understanding of the Earth System. Despite emerging opportunities to build sustainable observing systems, there remain major gaps in the quality and amount of our historical observations in all climate components, through which data rescue and research will need to play a key role. Use of paleoreconstructions of the climate record before the instrumental era presents opportunities to better understand long time scale climate variability.

Effective Radiative Forcing trends, driven by greenhouse (GHG) concentrations and actions that have reduced aerosol levels, are driving most of the increases in the Earth’s Energy changes. Significant longwave and positive shortwave cloud feedback yield a non-significant net cloud radiative effect contribution to the observed increases in the Earth’s Energy Imbalance. But it implies that cloud could amplify or diminish global warming. Unexplained ocean surface warming patterns affect not only climate feedbacks but also the efficacy of different forcings and need to be better understood.

Progress is in reach for research on land use change and land-based climate solutions on local to global scales to inform effective climate adaptation strategies. The link between weather-related renewable water resources, and the way they are managed, is driven by economic considerations and processes. How water is valued (monetary or regulatory value) by society is critical. Other questions include water cycle observations, understanding and enhancing the recharge of groundwater and the combined pressures of climate change and water usage and demand.

Research and evidence play a key part of the strategy to ensure that effective climate services for health are developed, implemented, and evaluated in partnership. Accessing good quality health data remains a challenge for the development of climate services for health. New methods are being developed that can help to overcome the challenges with lack of health data, particularly in the global south. Urban climate modelling benefits health aspects but at the same time benefits from including human behavior. More research is needed to better model human processes. Urban climate modelling is essential to help plan cities, to manage risk to health and wellbeing.

Cross-cutting opportunities include the co-design of climate services for all and understanding socio-economic vulnerability to climate change. Partnerships are very important, to facilitate access to data and relevant stakeholders. There is a need for rapid extreme event attribution which will allow the communication of the role of climate change behind an extreme event at the time when people are interested. In terms of impact attribution, there is value in piloting operational attribution even if it starts out basic. Stakeholder-driven work and co-production ensure that the obtained information is actionable and can be directly used in adaptation planning.
Summary Theme 1 Sessions: Advances in Climate Research

S01: Climate variability on time scales from weeks to centuries and millennia

The tropical oceans play a key role in climate variability on all time scales. They generate signals that are communicated to remote parts of the world and are themselves impacted by signals propagating into the tropics. There are several deficiencies in the ability of models to represent these interactions and teleconnections and more work is needed to understand related physical mechanisms.

Examples of recent advances in understanding climate variability included: The Southern Hemisphere ENSO teleconnections get modulated by the stratospheric polar jet and its dependence on the amplitude of both phenomena. Tropical Pacific SST changes force changes in midlatitude tropospheric jet in the Southern Hemisphere. Central Pacific El Nino events can be triggered by the North Pacific Subtropical High forcing the Trade Winds in the central Pacific. Palaeoclimate observations and modelling studies indicate a weakening of ENSO amplitude during the mid-Holocene and the last interglacial. ENSO variability in the Holocene spread westward from 6000 years ago to the present day. Decreasing trends in East African Long Rains and increasing trends in the Short Rains are linked to warming over north-western Asia, related to the cool phase of the Pacific Decadal Oscillation. There has been higher interannual variability of East African Short Rains in recent decades. Intraseasonal variability of water vapour transport in central Africa can be linked to the Madden Julian and Intraseasonal Oscillations. Atmosphere and ocean processes are equally responsible for generating low frequency variability in the southern Indian Ocean.

S02: Climate predictability and prediction

There have been improvements in climate prediction and the development of early warning systems for climate extremes and hazards. However, we need more skillful, decision-relevant, and tailored predictions in response to user needs and feedback. Opportunities exist now to improve prediction by novel approaches such as climate model-data fusion.

In recent years, high demand from stakeholders and policymakers has driven unprecedented research efforts aimed at achieving operational climate predictions from seasonal-to-decadal (s2d) time scales. These demands have led to notable advances in research-based climate forecasting and understanding of underlying processes. However, operational predictability faces the problem of making results communicable for decision-making purposes, while improvements in the underlying modeling to forecasting systems are a hot spot for the scientific community with the aim of increasing prediction horizons (maintaining predictive skill with increased lead times) and reducing forecast errors. Climate system changes are responsible for variations in predictive skills. These changes must be considered in future forecast systems to account for non-stationary predictability.

Subseasonal-to-decadal climate prediction in a nonstationary climate has been recognized as a key element for the implementation of a global early warning agenda. Subseasonal-to-seasonal (S2S) predictability faces the challenge of anticipating extreme events. Understanding the processes and precursors responsible for forcing, modulating, and amplifying certain extreme events is of primary concern. Subseasonal-to-decadal (S2D) forecasting is mainly aimed at improving the predictability of phenomena including, but not limited to NAO, ENSO, PDO, AMV, and SST-forced teleconnections, making its mechanistic understanding essential. It is also important to understand the role of Interplay between the external forcings and modes of variability on S2D predictability. Reducing model deficiencies in simulating internal variability modes, tropical-extratropical interactions, and ocean-atmosphere interactions are key factors in enhancing climate prediction across time scales.

The increase in the use by climate-vulnerable sectors of information from real-time subseasonal predictions and the formulation of a yearly WMO Global Annual-to-Decadal Climate Update based on operational decadal predictions are just two examples of the rapid evolution of these new sources of climate information that emerged from WCRP initiatives. The latter have illustrated the capacity of...
current global forecast systems to formulate predictions of the likelihood to temporarily exceed the 1.5º global warming threshold.

Communication of research-derived forecasts is of primary concern for getting useful (operational) predictions in a decision-making context beyond the purely academic framework. Decision-making relies on confidence in forecast, which in turn is based on predictive skill, underlying models, and agreement between such models. Improved modeling is therefore essential, with improved parameterization and data assimilation methods playing a pivotal role. Statistical models and machine learning methodologies must be considered with the aim of complementing and improving climate predictability from state-of-the-art dynamical models. The operational activity and the research developments in climate prediction have connected closely with climate services. Climate prediction offers information about the near future that is relevant to a large number of climate-vulnerable sectors, offering a testbed for the development of strategies for the formulation of user-oriented and increased uptake of climate information. At the same time, it can benefit from frequent user engagement to better shape the characteristics of the climate prediction systems and the identification of the most pressing research challenges. Experience has shown that this connection between climate prediction and services benefits from the participation of social and human sciences, who can help identify essential aspects such as the translation of domain information, the values of all those involved, and the context in which climate information is used.

Some of the challenges the climate prediction community is working on include the much-needed improvement of process-based forecast systems (better initialization and ensemble generation, model bias reduction and the estimation of how biases limit forecast quality, optimization of model codes, understanding of the signal-to-noise paradox, role of resolution and more realistic physics, etc.), the identification of key drivers in a changing climate and their role in understanding and estimating the limits of predictability, the need for more regularly updated climate forcings (especially aerosols but also a strategy to produce useful forecasts after explosive volcanic eruptions), the assessment of the prediction capabilities across components of the Earth system including ecosystems and biogeochemistry, the capacity to develop and include solutions based in machine learning methods (for the formulation of new predictions, post-processing, emulators of model components, use of causal inference to detect drivers, downscaling, etc.), a better understanding of the predictability and predictive capacity of regional extreme events with a special attention to compound events, an even more comprehensive use of climate observations, and an efficient connection with the climate services community to extract the relevant climate information in context from the many sources currently available.

**S03: Global and regional monsoons**

After many years and generations of coupled modelling, we still face the issue of coupled Sea Surface Temperature (SST) bias which inhibits teleconnections, relevant for seasonal prediction of all regional monsoons, and for climate simulation. The ability to simulate and predict the monsoons at higher resolution is important for regional stakeholders, but also more fundamentally for the mean tropical simulation itself. There are high resolution features that, when resolved, rectify onto the mean state and even have upscale effects on tropical clouds and circulation. Intraseasonal variability in monsoon rainfall is a pervading issue across the monsoon regions. In some areas it is mature, and benefits can be gained from further enhancements to predictive systems. In other monsoon regions, the study of the role played by the intraseasonal modes, their impact on mean rainfall and the occurrence of extremes is in its infancy, and efforts are needed both to study the mechanisms involved and in sharing best practices in simulating and forecasting on subseasonal time scales.

The role of soil moisture in the monsoons appears to be little understood and hugely underexploited, potentially exerting predictive control at intraseasonal time scales, from one season to the next, and playing a role in climatic trends. The processes involved are poorly understood and greater
observational understanding is also required; this problem extends to the role of land use/land cover change and irrigation practices.

Regional monsoons can be interconnected at the intraseasonal and interannual time scales, offering potential for better predictions, but also in terms of error propagation from one region to another in simulations. At the scale of climate projections, lessons can be learned from paleoclimates in terms of understanding common drivers of monsoon change and feedbacks between major regions. caution should be taken in attempting to use past climates as analogues for the future.

There is still a distinct lack of process understanding of the role of ocean and land and their interactions with the atmosphere, for which routine and field campaign measurements have been shown to have a proven benefit for improved monsoon understanding, modelling and prediction. Artificial intelligence and machine learning (AI/ML) are emerging issues that are beginning to be tested for seasonal monsoon prediction.

S04: Storms, eddies and jets in the atmosphere and ocean

Understanding weather phenomena that lead to extreme events should be hinged on dynamical analysis. Weather systems are embedded in jet streams that might cause non-linear processes, such as the breaking of baroclinic waves, to occur and result in the weather extremes. Current methods for identifying jet streams show a consistent decrease in jet latitude and tilt variability. This may be linked to the narrowing of the jet, as seen in all climate models. Limitations in current methods for identifying the jet might lead to uncertainty in interpreting future climate change. Furthermore, classical atmospheric dynamical theory may be used to understand changes in precipitation in climate change projections. Studies show that using the combined effect of the eddy heat and momentum fluxes may lead to more accurate location of precipitation, and therefore a reduction in uncertainty. This suggests then that eddies, like the jet streams, can shape the climate and its future. The albedo of symmetry hints at a connection between clouds and the general circulation.

S05 and S16: Changes in the Cryosphere and their implications

Scientific evidence is clear that due to the current trajectory of human-derived greenhouse gas emissions, the polar regions will continue warming at rates of up to 4 times the global average because of positive feedbacks, such as those related to retreating sea-ice. This amplified polar warming is driving accelerated melting from the Greenland ice sheet. The Southern Ocean has taken up much of the heat from global warming, where it will remain for centuries melting the marine margins of the Antarctic Ice Sheet. Increased and continued ocean-driven basal melting, combined with increases in surface melting in West-Antarctica, decreases the backstress from the ice shelves to the ice sheet suggesting a destabilization in the long term. New data and observations from the collaborative USA-UK-Korean Thwaites Glacier initiative highlight the complexities of bathymetry and cavity geometry on ocean circulation, heat incursions, basal melt, and grounding line stability which modelers are now using and incorporating improve the skill of their simulations. How fast Antarctic ice shelves will break-up is currently highly uncertain; it will determine when a significant acceleration in sea level rise will occur. It is likely we are close to, or already past, the tipping-point for parts of West-Antarctica leading to mass loss on century time scales. Enhanced CO₂ uptake by the polar oceans will continue to acidify the global ocean, with the potential for die-back of low latitude coral reefs.

The cryosphere, including the high-mountain glacier regions (e.g. Hindu Kush-Himalaya), hold 70% of the world’s freshwater, and is losing snow and ice in all forms at an accelerating rate, driving global sea-level rise that will be impacting up to 2 billion people living along the world’s coastlines by the end of the century, even if the 1.5°C Paris climate target is met. Sea levels will not rise evenly, as ice mass loss and redistribution cause regional variations up to ca. 30% of the global mean sea-level rise due to changes in Earth’s gravitational field, axial rotation, and geoidal deformation. Local changes in sea-surface height due to ocean and atmospheric dynamics may be as much as 4 times the global mean. Moreover, coastal impacts and hazards manifest locally and local factors significantly increase risk. For
example, vertical land movements (land subsidence) due to groundwater extraction, reclaimed land compaction, or tectonics will exacerbate the rate of rise significantly and the coastal hazards (e.g. flooding, groundwater inundation, erosion) reducing the time before critical adaptation thresholds are reached.

Loss of two-thirds of the world’s high mountain glaciers is now likely, impacting another two billion people dependent on these ice stores for drinking, power production, agriculture, and the related ecosystems services, and through hazard related-risks from glacial outburst floods and landslides. Thawing permafrost in the Arctic has the potential for regional and widespread release of methane and carbon dioxide from soils and sediments, into the atmosphere, further enhancing global heating. Some of the polar systems such as the West Antarctic and Greenland ice sheets, mountain glaciers, and localized permafrost thaw in the Arctic feature ‘tipping points’ linked to global temperature thresholds close to 1.5-2°C above pre-industrial, beyond which change becomes self-sustaining, locking in large multi-generational changes and impacts even if warming were to stop or reverse after a temperature peak before 2100.

Through global atmospheric and ocean teleconnections, changes in the polar regions are being communicated to lower latitudes with dramatic consequences for climate, ecosystems and their services and society. Intense high-latitude low-pressure systems - “bomb-cyclones”, some in combination with mid-latitude blocking highs, are now bringing extreme temperatures and precipitation via atmospheric rivers to coastal and interior Antarctic and Greenland. These extremes cause unseasonal weather not only in polar regions, but also in adjacent lower latitudes impacting ecosystems and human activities. An unprecedented heat wave occurred over East Antarctica in March 2022, peaking at 39°C above climatological average - the largest temperature anomaly ever recorded globally. A local ice shelf, which was in a vulnerable state, collapsed within days, showing the potential of future heatwaves over the warmer, lower elevation West Antarctic Ice Sheet to trigger widespread surface melting and collapse of ice shelves. Winter Antarctic sea-ice extent (SIE) reached a 40 year low in 2023, following the record low annual sea-ice minimum in early 2023, due to an unseasonably warm Southern Ocean plus changed atmospheric circulation patterns bringing warm air south. These unprecedented changes were well outside the range of natural variability and coincide with new evidence from a study of ice cores that shows the emergence of an amplified surface warming pattern over Antarctica attributed to humans. Moreover, another single study suggests we are on the verge of a switch to a new reduced state in SIE, characterized by enhanced surface warming and ocean heat advection eroding ice shelves and increasing dynamic loss of the Antarctic ice sheet. Mesoscale eddies in the Southern Ocean also play a key role in affecting the dynamics of heat transport and sea ice conditions. Moreover, the profound impact of atmospheric and ocean circulation patterns on Antarctic sea ice, reveals a strong connection and atmospheric dynamics at lower latitudes modulating climate modes, such as ENSO, PDO and SAM.

Associated freshening of the Southern Ocean is affecting ecosystem-functions and loss. Direct measurements in the deep Southern Ocean suggest that a ~30% slowdown in the Antarctic overturning has occurred over the last few decades in both the Weddell and Ross Seas, linked to both meltwater and wind changes. Model projections suggest this slowdown will continue for at least the next few decades, with a collapse in the southern limb of ocean overturning circulation possible this century. Amplified Arctic warming continues to reduce, sea-ice extent dramatically and the Arctic is expected to be completely free of sea-ice, at least once between 2030-2050. Arctic warming has warmed the northwest Pacific and is attributed to increased frequency of marine heat waves. Sea ice-loss also contributes to coastal erosion, ecosystem disruption, and a loss of services, such as loss of traditional food sources and transport routes for indigenous peoples. On the other hand, an ice-free Arctic Ocean opens shipping routes and the potential for enhanced resource utilization. The high mountainous regions, such as the Andes, Alps, and Tibetan Plateau, store and release enormous amounts of freshwater into some of the most densely populated and productive agricultural regions on Earth every year. Planetary warming is changing the timing and amount of this water supply causing
extremes by enhancing the impact of droughts and floods. For example, glacial lakes in high mountain Asia have increased in volume by 45% since the 1990s, creating instability in these high frozen regions that causes glacial lake outbursts and flooding, in these high frozen regions that causes glacial lake outbursts and flooding. For example, such a flood in October 2023 destroyed infrastructure and had a death toll of at least ninety people.

Actionable science is critically needed to identify safe landing pathways for the cryosphere to minimize the risks associated with cryospheric loss and enable effective anticipation of the hazards and flow-on impacts to ecosystems and society. Sustainable, equitable and just adaptation options can be implemented if they involve co-design, co-development and active engagement with decision-makers, practitioners, and communities. Investment at pace and scale in technologies for observation, evaluation and numerical modelling will support such endeavors. Priorities for future cryospheric research pathways include:

1. Improve understanding of the rates and (ir)reversibility of polar ice loss and its contribution to sea level rise to sit alongside adaptive decision tools and engagement with stakeholders that can help establish signposts for decision-makers that can assist more effective development and implementation of adaptation strategies. A special focus should be given to:
   a) Understanding the delivery of heat to the Antarctic margin via ocean and atmospheric processes and how this will affect the timing of ice shelf loss and consequential rate of dynamic loss of the grounded ice sheet, including the identification of signposts and tipping points.
   b) Improved knowledge of Greenland ice mass loss and its relationship to North Atlantic regional climate variations through better understanding of atmospheric circulation changes and their links with polar amplification over the Greenland region.

2. Improve understanding of the controlling processes of sea ice variability and retreat in the Arctic and Antarctic to improve predictability, including longer-term changes in sea-ice state, in order that future heat and carbon budgets, and their consequences for the Earth System, can be better predicted, including impacts on ecosystems, human communities and cryospheric services.

3. Improve understanding of the rates and (ir)reversibility of snow and ice loss in high mountain regions, and its implications for water availability, food production, ecosystem services and related natural hazards.

4. Improve understanding of the processes of permafrost thawing in the Arctic for better predictability of spatial scale, rate and timing of irreversible methane and carbon dioxide release to the atmosphere.

S06: Rapid and/or irreversible changes in the climate system

Rapid, irreversible changes in the climate system manifested themselves in a hierarchy of models ranging from low-order dynamical systems to comprehensive Earth System models. For example, detailed high-resolution paleoclimatic records document abrupt, non-linear, often irreversible changes and impacts at local, regional, and global scales. Such reconstructions, along with model simulations, suggest that the Earth System has limited stability in systems comprising atmospheric and ocean circulations, hydrological regimes and statistics of extreme weather and climate events, the extent of the boreal forest and the Amazon rainforest, monsoon systems and ice masses in Greenland and Antarctica. In the public, such changes are iconically referred to as crossing of tipping points.

Hysteresis is a common feature of physical systems that comprise non-linearly coupled components with slow and fast response times, resulting in stable states that depend on their past evolution. This is well-known for the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC). A novel finding presented in this session is that ensemble simulations using a state-of-the-art climate model under moderate greenhouse gas forcing show a few members for which the AMOC bifurcates to a significantly weaker state, while the AMOC recovers in most ensemble members when the warming is stabilized. This represents a serious challenge for the traditional approach of IPCC climate projections.
One example is the behavior of a coupled climate model close to an AMOC bifurcation, a situation that can be comprehensively analyzed using low-order dynamical system. Novel climate system behavior could arise: a small number of large decadal to centennial oscillations of the AMOC are followed by a rapid transition to one or the other stable state. This highlights the richness of dynamics that has long been suggested by dynamical systems and reduced-complexity models but are increasingly found in coupled climate models, when the parameter space is explored more systematically, or large ensembles are generated. Another example is the fate of the Amazon rainforest under global warming, which could undergo an irreversible die-back with serious consequences for regional climate and the global carbon cycle. Multiple stressors (precipitation, land use) are difficult to disentangle, but studies suggest that early warning signals can be discerned based on assumptions informed by a low-order dynamical system.

Therefore, based on the current generations of CMIP models, no confidence can be assigned to the low likelihood of irreversible changes or surprises in the climate system. This suggests that the complexity of some of the processes that may be key in tipping behavior must be better captured in climate models. While higher resolution will alleviate some of these shortcomings, a focus on process understanding is required. This would call for a systematic research program linking mathematical theory with the hierarchy of climate models, and a comprehensive assessment at the level of IPCC of this issue which could have far-reaching implications for impact studies, mitigation strategies and adaptation responses.

S07 and S08: Atmosphere-land and Ocean Atmosphere interactions: energy, water & carbon

Examples from West Africa, the Tibetan Plateau, North and South America showed that important weather systems are strongly affected by spatial patterns of soil moisture. These affect the thermodynamic structure of the atmosphere which can affect cloud formation and trigger rainfall. The change can be seen in both the vertical planetary boundary layer structures, and larger scale structures such as jet streams and even hurricane tracks. When studied globally, the sensitivity of the atmosphere to an increase or decrease in soil moisture depends on the pre-existing atmospheric thermodynamic structures. The feedback mechanism of soil moisture patterns on rainfall works at different spatial and temporal scales in these different regions: from 1km-daily times scales to 100km-monthly times scales. It is important to capture both how the soil moisture changes over these different time scales and to model the atmospheric response at the right spatial resolution.

Evaporation plays a critical role in the atmosphere-system, both cooling and moistening the air, while at the same time depleting a potentially important water store. New information is available on how different ecosystems respond to the drivers of evaporation such as temperature, soil moisture and atmospheric CO$_2$ (the fertilization effect). For instance, dryland ecosystems have adapted to low rainfall and the representation of their evaporation traits in land models needs to be improved. More observations are needed in these key ecosystems to improve the models.

For longer time scales, ground water plays an important role in the water cycle. A key limitation on understanding the ground water is the lack of data on the aquifers that store the water. New information on the groundwater stores of Africa is available and should be used to improve the land-atmosphere interactions of this region.

Wildfire is a critical and natural process in ecosystem development. It also acts as a severe hazard to humans. In earth system models, the fertilization effect of an increase in CO$_2$ results in more fuel (above ground biomass) and therefore more fires. Including interactive wildfires in land models is a priority. Snow is an important store of water for humans and nature. It is important to be able to quantify the ‘difficult to access’ regions of the high mountains.

Continued support for the direct measurement of fine-scale atmosphere and ocean variables, for example, air-sea temperature, currents, winds, pCO$_2$, and heat fluxes. Recent fine-scale observations show an emergence of key air-sea features previously overlooked. For example, a) upper-surface
temperature gradient-induced dissipation which is a key driver for air-sea fluxes, b) coupled wind-current interaction, c) ocean-induced mesoscale atmospheric features.

Parameterizations of air-sea flux and upper ocean processes in models were developed at the local scale and applied globally; however, recent measurements are showing key deviations. Moreover, recent improvements in air-sea sampling at scale has potential to improve process understanding and hence parameterization. This is a key focus area to improve both models and our ability to appreciably simulate future changes.

The observation, modeling, and prediction of precipitation as a source of the available freshwater over land or ocean remains one of the fundamental frontiers in weather and climate research. The urgency to make progress in this field becomes increasingly obvious as the availability and access to freshwater is at risk in many parts of the world, and floods have become more frequent and more severe in other parts of the world. The difficulty in making progress in the prediction of water availability arises from the fact that precipitation features (e.g., intensity, frequency, amount, duration, type, hydrometeor size and distribution, seasonality, and extremes) exhibit large temporal and spatial variability and are the product of a complex integrated system. Despite progress over the past few decades (e.g., through various existing WCRP projects), the improvement of precipitation prediction and projection skill remains a challenge due to major gaps and limitations in observing, understanding, and modeling precipitation. Therefore, WCRP has officially launched the Global Precipitation Experiment (GPEX) in Kigali, which will take on the challenge of improving precipitation predictions around the world, including polar and high-mountain regions. It will be a cross-WCRP Lighthouse Activity centralized around the WCRP Years of Precipitation with a focus on different storm types, and associated activities before and after.

**S09: Interactions between atmospheric composition and climate, including aerosol processes**

Large ensembles in fully coupled Earth system models are important in advancing our understanding of tropospheric ozone trends, especially in addressing the problem of signal-to-noise in observed trends from satellite data. Forests play a complex role in climate mitigation; their effects on Short Lived Climate Forcers illustrates the importance of adequately representing these interactions given that natural aerosol climate feedbacks are similar in magnitude to other climate feedbacks. Models must include full climate-emission-chemistry-aerosol processes. In tropical regions, aerosols are important to ice nucleation in cold clouds – more data are needed to improve the parameterizations used in models.

High-quality, long-term observations are needed to advance knowledge and understanding; there is a shortage of in situ measurements with regions in the global south being severely under-observed. Emerging priorities and opportunities included: building capacity in skills and sharing resources and equipment between the global north and south; leveraging satellite and air quality observations to constrain climate relevant processes; and updating data on Short Lived Climate Forcers for regular updates.

**S10: Lessons from paleoclimate for recent and future climate change**

Benefits have been gained from a range of models (from conceptual to 10 km resolution) and records (by applying traditional to the most recent techniques) to gain knowledge and understanding of past climate and environmental changes (global and local changes). New findings showed how paleoclimate records can enlighten potential relationships between climate and human societies (e.g., over Central America). Paleoclimate information has value in model development and tuning - not only at the model evaluation stage. More use of model simulations to prepare for and guide field work in remote locations (e.g., Antarctica), or to interpret seemingly contradictory records (e.g., surface hydrological changes) is encouraged. New scenarios and processes can now be tested for the abrupt events of the last deglaciation and the Holocene, thanks to new records of ocean circulation (e.g., Indonesian throughflow).
S11: Advances in global and regional climate modelling

Scientific research and societal needs for climate modeling are very different. Society wants information that responds to its needs, at scale, based on the best available science. Science needs agility, and creativity. For climate modeling to be responsive to societal needs, it needs to be carried out through sustainable efforts following good practices and standardized metrics, not as the byproduct of a research activity. For the research to thrive, it needs more local, regional, and international collaboration, better access to computational resources, shared data, and a robust and rich hierarchy of approaches. Focusing climate modeling on the following challenges will advance the foundational knowledge that underpins our ability to provide actionable climate information.

- Although the global picture of climate change is consistent, and well explained, thanks in part to the modelling, the emerging observational record is increasingly showing patterns of change that we can’t explain. More concerted effort that targets specific questions will be needed to understand this record and the processes underpinning emerging changes. These efforts will require a hierarchy of models and engagement of the full breadth of the research community.
- Societal discourse is increasingly dominated by speculation as to the role of processes that the models don’t include, or the effects of processes that models do include, but produce diverging emergent behaviors. There is an urgent need to focus research efforts on these processes which might lead to novel future climate states, to begin building story lines that would allow us to better assess the risk associated with them.
- Modeling high-impact weather events is challenging with existing global climate models. This impedes our ability to understand their controlling factors. Future efforts aiming at understanding and modeling the physics underpinning different types of high-impact weather and related events will be needed to provide confidence in our ability to assess how such events may change with warming.

Technology is at the forefront of issues related to climate modelling. Whether it be AI, advanced computing, or new computing paradigms, our climate modelling community need to learn how to make the most of technological advances which will play critical roles in addressing the above modelling challenges. Access to advanced technology is important to support climate modelling and climate science, and this is even more challenging for those working in the Global South.

In applying various technologies such as AI/ML, there is also a need for best practices including making methodology transparent and reproducible, making benchmarking data available to build trust, and providing accessible and available documentation.

As modelling is expanding to much higher resolution and including all Earth system components, there is an increasing opportunity for observation data to support understanding as well as development and evaluation of models. AI can be a useful tool in these endeavors.

S12: Advances in climate observations and model data fusion

Along with new modeling tools, new advances in climate observations and in fusing models with data into full ‘digital twins of the earth’ are occurring. Predicting the next decade or two of climate change is still an initialized prediction problem: initialization of the ocean state. New observations have been revolutionizing our ability to observe the ocean as well as the rest of the climate system. New opportunities also exist to extend the data assimilation for weather prediction into climate modeling with a new model-data fusion framework. Firstly, the opportunity exists to better initialize the current coupled earth system state (including ocean, soil moisture and cryosphere) with observations to help seasonal to annual prediction. Second, a model-data fusion can be used to understand where uncertainty can be most reduced by additional data constraints, and to help design the observing system for prediction. And third, model deviations from observations can be used to help improve the models themselves and learn about key processes in the earth system. New methods for assimilation are also being developed, such as being able to emulate observations or entire models using machine
learning techniques, effectively automating existing processes for assimilation which require hand-built emulation (adjoints). All these new methods will enable us to better use climate data to inform the future from months to decades ahead.

Accurate observations of the planetary climate are fundamental and critical for understanding and predicting climate change. At a fundamental level what we do not observe, we cannot understand, and what we cannot understand we cannot predict, adapt to, and mitigate. It is necessary to observe, on a sustained basis, key facets of the climate system, to monitor and understand the changing climate for numerous sectors and applications at a sufficient level of comprehensiveness.

Scientific assessments, such as those of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), are critically dependent upon the global availability of high-quality observational data products for a broad range of Essential Climate Variables (ECVs). Observationally based products from across the atmosphere, ocean, cryosphere, biosphere and land, underpin the findings of unequivocal changes and their attribution to human activities. Evidence from proxies spanning longer periods, informs assessments as to the unusualness of these changes in a much longer-term context than can be afforded by the instrumental record. As such, improved access to and analyses of proxy records (e.g. tree rings, ice cores) are also important.

The climate observing system from satellite remote sensing and surface measurements is not as sustainable and stable as we would like it to be, but is, to a large degree, fragile and dependent on short-term science funding rather than long-term commitments. The Global Climate Observing System (GCOS) recently articulated a set of priority actions for improving the climate observing system in the 2022 GCOS implementation plan. We strongly recommend the parties of UNFCCC to act on these recommendations.

Novel techniques of model-data fusion exist that can advance high-resolution climate modelling, understanding, adaptation and mitigation. The need to close observational gaps and build sustainable observing systems was emphasized throughout the session.

Summary Theme 2: Human Interactions with Climate

S13: Carbon cycle

Carbon cycle feedbacks under a changing climate are very important for understanding future Earth System responses. Through the presenters’ talks and the audience’s input, important emerging features of the carbon cycle within the Earth System and its different components (the land, the ocean, and the atmosphere) were discussed, recent advances of our understanding and improved models and data where presented, while key remaining uncertainties and knowledge gaps were also identified. In particular, the magnitude of the trend in the ocean sink over the last two decades remains uncertain, with models and observation-based estimates providing substantially different estimates. The Southern Ocean, which is highly under sampled for carbon, plays a large role in this uncertainty. Investment in more observations and improved models is needed to obtain better estimates of ocean carbon content and its evolution over time.

Another outstanding uncertainty is the lateral transport of carbon by rivers to coastal zones, impacting our understanding of the net uptake of carbon by the land, of coastal carbon budgets and the carbon budget of the ocean. These fluxes can strongly impact territorial emission estimates and the global balance of land versus ocean carbon sinks.

Large uncertainties remain in the land carbon sink, despite important recent developments. Deforestation and land degradation, climatic extremes governing the interannual variability of the land carbon stock, carbon turnover times, and model uncertainties due to gaps in process understanding drive this uncertainty. Moreover, the behaviour of the land sink is dependent on emissions; land could become a source of carbon under strong mitigation scenarios.
Carbon cycle uncertainties can serve as a barrier for effectively applying, monitoring, reporting, and validating Carbon Dioxide Removal (CDR) options over land and sea, even though market interest and investment in CDR are emerging.

Improved in situ oceanic and land carbon observations, satellite observations, enhanced process representations in models, and the application of machine learning for both model processes and data products can significantly enhance our understanding of the Earth System and help us address some of the remaining open questions.

**S14: Global energy budget**

The Earth energy change (EEI) estimate from the ocean heat inventory is progressing rapidly towards an estimate of 0.7±0.3 Wm\(^{-2}\) for the period 2005-2019, with smaller and more robust uncertainties. The EEI shows significant interannual variability of ±0.5 Wm\(^{-2}\) and a trend of 0.4±0.3 Wm\(^{-2}\) per decade that are both independently and consistently captured by TOA (top of atmosphere) radiation measurements, in-situ ocean temperature measurements and ocean thermal expansion satellite estimates. The EEI trend implies a planet that is accelerating its energy uptake with implications for accelerated warming.

Changes in the tropical lower tropospheric stability along with changes in tropical convective aggregation explain a substantial part of the interannual variability in EEI observed over the last 2 decades. A mean of Effective Radiative Forcing trends, driven by GHG concentrations and government actions to reduce aerosols, are driving most of the increases in the Earth’s Energy Imbalance. Significant longwave and positive shortwave cloud feedback yield a non-significant net cloud radiative effect contribution to the increases in the Earth’s Energy Imbalance. But it implies that cloud could amplify or diminish global warming.

We need a sustained commitment to Earth radiation and energy imbalance measurements to improve our understanding of the causes for the global energy budget changes and the EEI variations. There is a key opportunity of getting more timely forcing estimates by combining bottom-up approaches with satellite data.

**S15: Water cycle**

The dominant theme was the lack of attention from the climate research community to the changing water cycle and its consequences on human water resources. This a complex multi-disciplinary issue which should be higher on our priority list.

CMIP, and the global modelling community in general, does not dedicate enough effort to reduce the uncertainties within the projections of the impact of increasing greenhouse gases on precipitation and evaporation. Predicted changes for a warmer climate in the hydrological regimes are affected by large uncertainties. This starts with predicted trends in atmospheric humidity which do not match with the observed changes over the last few decades.

Models predict that precipitation regimes will change through the length and intensity of rain events. These results are still based on uncertain predictions and urgently need to be refined and improved to increase our confidence.

The observed trends in the water cycle can, in some regions of the world, be attributed to climate drivers; the session included examples of this for groundwater and soil moisture. But in most cases these changes are attributed to other anthropogenic factors like urbanization or water abstractions.

More generally the continental water cycle has been shown to be non-stationary. Not only does it include trends but also shifts in typical frequencies and extremes. This was illustrated with an analysis of 20 years of remote sensing products. This threatens all human water infrastructure and water distribution rules, which assume stationarity of the water cycle. To make progress in observing trends and predictions of future changes to the continental water cycle, methods need to be urgently
developed to separate the climate and the anthropogenic signals in the observed indicators of the continental water cycle. Only once we can separate and attribute the causes of the changing water resources can we provide robust advice to society.

Finally, it was noted that the link between weather-related renewable water resources, and the way they are managed, is driven by economic considerations and processes. To understand how water availability changes in a warmer climate will affect human usage of the resource requires a better understanding of how water is valued (monetary or regulatory) by society.

Questions raised include: (a) which observations of the continental water cycle in Africa should be prioritized? (b) What is needed to advance our understanding of groundwater and the combined pressures of climate change and water usage and demand? (c) Which efforts could be undertaken to enhance the recharge of groundwater to increase these reserves which could be critical to living with and managing risks associated with climate change? (d) Should we consider the “water cycle” in terms of economics or environmental services and how can this help raise the awareness of the issues faced?

**S17: Climate feedbacks and climate sensitivity**

Clear sky feedbacks on global climate are very robust in climate models and well understood, but there are still questions about whether processes not currently represented in models could alter them outside the model range. These questions relate to convective organisation altering humidity and may be addressed by global high-resolution simulations in the near future. There are also strong reasons to expect some climate-dependence of climate sensitivity. The sudden warming of 2023 is concerning and probably not all explainable by forcing changes.

Cloud feedbacks continue to be uncertain with some uncertainty coming from changes in water content of high clouds, as well as phase changes. Unexplained ocean surface warming patterns affect not only climate feedbacks but also the efficacy of different forcings, and really need to be better understood as a community priority.

**S19: Land use and land cover change**

Land use and land degradation is important because of its impact on climate through water and energy fluxes, and the significant socioeconomic consequences (e.g., through impacts on food production, water availability, and ecosystem services). Despite research efforts to evaluate land use change and its impacts on carbon, energy, and water fluxes, fundamental challenges remain, especially related to understanding the trade-offs and co-benefits of sustainable land management practices, including those related to carbon dioxide removal (e.g., avoided deforestation, reforestation and afforestation, bioenergy carbon capture and storage) as well as sustainable agriculture (e.g., tillage practices, precision irrigation or fertilization, cover cropping etc.). As a result, the need for more advanced and accurate models for land use and land cover change is becoming even more pressing. Nonetheless, recent progress has provided a foundation for future research on land use change, from local to global scales. Research on land-based climate solutions, including how land-based carbon dioxide removal strategies will drive changes in local climate, are informing effective climate adaptation strategies through careful land management decisions.

**S20: Impacts on land and marine ecosystems**

Climate change and extremes impact various terrestrial and marine ecosystems across the globe. Impacts of changing climate are being seen in mountain biodiversity, ecosystem functioning, and local livelihood, with case studies from several African countries such as Tanzania and Kenya now available. Land degradation exist as well as social conflicts caused by climate change and overgrazing in west Africa. Climate change, including climate extremes, are shown to affect the dynamics of terrestrial and marine ecosystems, including the role of biological pH regulation in determining responses of organisms to ocean acidification and warming, the behavior of marine mammals and marine
productivity, and the urban food-energy-water nexus. There are also combined impacts of climate change and land use on biodiversity.

*S21: Impacts on food security and water availability*

Seasonal prediction information can have a skillful 8-month lead time in many places but even though this information may be available, there is a need to do a better job of managing risk with respect to agricultural production. At the climate change scale there may be missed opportunities in adaptation planning or maladaptation because CO₂ fertilization is not considered in many models. The impact of not including CO₂ fertilization may be misleading as it omits an initial increase in production through CO₂ fertilization before reductions due of heat/water start to dominate. This is especially the case in newer generation of climate models where the climate change signal is more pronounced and which show climate impact emergence is near with changes in major breadbasket regions, disproportionately affecting the poor. This is also reflected in reductions in stream flow and ground water recharge in Nepal.

Although it is recognized the link between the “science” of agriculture and water availability in the future and the decision space and practice is important, it lacks implementation. Examples of this are clear for Ethiopia and many parts of Africa. Scientific research and political will is needed to improve this nexus between climate, food, and water. There is also a need for not only improved modelling of agricultural production and water availability, but in parallel research into how to develop information from this data that is useful for the decision-making and policy community.

*S22: Impacts on human health and urban systems*

**Climate and health:** Research and evidence play a key part of the strategy to ensure that effective climate services for health are developed, implemented and evaluated in partnership, noting that WMO and WHO have a new strategy on climate services for health. There are new methods being developed that can be used to develop tools (climate services) to overcome the challenges with lack of health data, particularly in the global south. Accessing good quality health data remains a challenge for the development of climate services for health. There is a need to ensure that effective tools are supported and embedded within national disease control programs. Regional collaboration in developing climate services for infectious disease control is critical.

**Urban climate:** There is a need for urban-resolving climate modeling approaches across scales, that accurately represent urban characteristics and processes that can capture the feedback from urban areas to larger weather and climate processes. Urban climate modelling benefits from including human behavior and more research is needed to better model human processes. Urban climate modelling is essential to help plan cities, including to predict and manage risk to health and wellbeing, infrastructure and communities. Research is needed to better understand the role of aerosols on extreme rainfall events.

**Cross-cutting:** Communication is essential for the development of climate services for health and community and investment in effective communication is needed to address uncertainty, because decision makers are used to making decision under uncertainty. The development of climate services needs to consider the value of qualitative research and knowledge about behavior, as this is essential to ensure that climate services benefit all members of a community. Understanding socio-economic vulnerability to climate change is critical for adaptation planning, in both the health sector, and in urban planning and development. Methods need to be developed that engage with urban communities to use climate services within cities. Partnerships are very important and need to be developed for the co-design of climate services and to evaluate their effectiveness. Partnerships can also facilitate access to data and relevant stakeholders.
S23: Circulation change in the climate system (atmosphere and ocean)

Future projections of the large-scale atmospheric circulation still represent an important uncertainty in how we expect regional climate to evolve. But our understanding of the role of different drivers in atmospheric circulation change and the role of coupling between different Earth System components has improved. Some aspects of circulation change that can be attributed to anthropogenic forcing have begun to emerge in the observational record. For example, the Northern Hemisphere summer jet streams and storm tracks have exhibited a substantial weakening with likely roles for aerosol forcing and rising carbon dioxide, with a role for stratospheric ozone depletion and recovery in the Southern Hemisphere jet stream shifts. The Southern Hemisphere has also experienced considerable changes with cooling trends in the Southern Ocean and Antarctic sea ice expansion followed by a more recent subsequent decline.

The importance of tropical-extratropical teleconnections in both directions in contributing to these trends is starting to be appreciated. Furthermore, it is becoming apparent that Earth System Models are failing to capture aspects of the Southern Ocean trends and trends in the tropical Pacific, with a likely connection between the two, so work is underway to understand the origin of these issues and the implications they may have for future climate projections. In the North Atlantic, the ocean circulation has exhibited considerable variability and AMOC is expected to decline in the future with potential roles for sea ice loss and salinity and temperature feedbacks and this will likely have global implications through various teleconnections.

Overall, there are global scale teleconnections involving the atmosphere, ocean, cryosphere, and the coupling between them which will have implications for projected regional climate change and we must continue to work towards understanding these and improving their representation in Earth System Models. To better understand the cloud effects on circulation, we need global satellite cloud data at high spatiotemporal scales (e.g., several kilometers and 10 minutes). We also need to better understand the mesoscale organization of shallow and deep convections through observational data analysis (tracking of these events) and kilometer-scale modeling.

S24: Attribution of changes

There is a place for rapid extreme event attribution, noting the trade-off between fast and comprehensive studies. Rapid extreme attribution allows us to communicate the role of climate change behind an extreme event at the time when people are interested. In terms of impacts attribution, it would be desirable to work towards piloting operational attribution. There is also a call from small island states to receive tools and protocols (and perhaps other support) so they can do their own attribution.

While this might be basic, there is a need to start somewhere and so the focus could be how this might be rolled out on the scales where impacts occur. This is important because there are often local confounding factors that need to be addressed and this can be difficult to implement. The significant interest and opportunities regarding groups taking on operational attribution was clear. NOAA (in the USA) are developing a protocol; Copernicus C3S in Europe have an attribution center opening in 2024; University of Witwatersrand in South Africa also have a system for the African continent; and there’s a center in South America also. This means that there is a great deal of exciting work happening – but as these points demonstrate, even more work is probably needed.

Extreme event attribution (EEA), determining whether there is a discernible signal of an observed extreme weather or climate event due to anthropogenic influence on the global climate, is an important tool in assessing how large-scale climate change interacts with regional/local conditions where it will be most damaging. The field of impacts attribution determines whether impacts (e.g., to human health, agriculture, infrastructural damage, or financial losses) of extreme events (e.g., heavy rainfall, droughts, heatwaves, storms) can be attributed to climate change. There are numerous challenges that should be addressed to improve the robustness of EEA assessments, particularly for
certain classes of extreme events. This includes how uncertainties are addressed and reduced, and how to communicate both the results of EEA assessments and the corresponding uncertainties effectively and truthfully. Moreover, new challenges are emerging as extreme events morph towards compound and/or record shattering events. Close and coordinated collaboration between climate scientists and groups such as statisticians, climate model developers, impacts modelers, litigation experts and communication experts are imperatives to ensure substantial yet constructive developments in extreme event attribution are progressed over the next decade.

To further develop the field of EEA, the following key focus areas are suggested:

1. Sufficient model capability and capacity on demand including simulations that properly resolve extreme events and their underpinning physical mechanisms; and adequate numbers of simulations to ensure appropriate sampling.
2. Reduction in the inequity of attribution statements, particularly in lower income and more vulnerable nations, communities and cities.
3. Protocol in assessing the suitability of physical climate models for EEA.
4. Development of methodologies and best practice guides to account for compound and record shattering extremes in attribution assessments (e.g. storylines, ensemble boosting).
5. Organized and on-going engagement with impacts communities to develop protocols around impacts attribution and associated applications.
6. Significant and on-going investment in EEA communication and robust inter-disciplinary information for decision-making across local to regional scales.

S25: Regional climate change

Initiatives such as CORDEX have enabled strong representation of Africa with respect to available high resolution model datasets; similar systematic programmes for other Global South regions would be useful. The continued inclusion of capacity development/training in the CORDEX programme is essential.

The formation of an Africa research hub that undertakes coordinated projects that answer questions important to the Africa context; that continues the interdisciplinary approach implemented for CORDEX-Africa; and that can pursue funding opportunities is essential, given the enhanced capacities from previous efforts like CORDEX Africa. A WCRP Framework that supports this (and similar efforts in the Global South) would be useful.

Next steps planned by CORDEX for convection permitting simulations at ~1km resolution holds potential for improved understanding of tropical convection processes and improving climate services; while plans to include urban, vegetation, hydrology, sea ice (and other) model components hold potential for improved representation of processes at higher resolution. There is potential for improving model representation of extreme events through the application of Machine Learning. Obtaining “buy-in” from more nations, governments and organizations about the importance of, and potential for, Global South-North partnerships is critically important.

S26: Mitigation scenarios including overshoot and climate intervention

Climate intervention (CI) refers to deliberate large-scale manipulation of the planetary environment to counteract anthropogenic climate change. It is being considered in the context that any additional warming will further exacerbate observed increases in the frequency and intensity of extreme weather, the melting of polar and glacial ice, and sea level rise, among other potentially catastrophic changes in the Earth system. As defined here, CI includes both large-scale carbon dioxide removal (CDR) and sequestration technologies, as well as solar radiation modification (SRM). Both types of climate intervention offer the potential to reduce climate risks, but both introduce global-scale risks.

This session explored the potential and limits of carbon dioxide removal (CDR) and solar radiation management (SRM), and the long-term Earth system impacts of temperature overshoot. Presentations discussed the potential scale of afforestation and reforestation, the complementarity
of land-based and ocean-based CDR, and the potential of stratospheric aerosol injection SRM to offset some drying trends over Africa and the risk of extreme wildfire risk over most of the world.

The discussion brought to light many of socio-political factors that would constrain and shape the application of these climate intervention strategies and stressed the need for inter- and trans-disciplinary research that connects to the potentially affected stakeholders.

A lunch-time side-session brought together a panel of African researchers to further discuss and develop these themes and to discuss managing climate overshoot in Africa. The afternoon poster session attracted many presenters and provided another opportunity for a deeper, technical discussion of climate overshoot, CDR and SRM.

A consistent message from the discussions around these sessions was that while various CDR and SRM proposals have potential, neither is a substitute for emissions cuts, and both raise concerns that cannot be adequately addressed without additional research. With many critical scientific knowledge gaps and uncertainties around the potential benefits, risks and sustainable scale-up potential of CI, rigorous, transparent, and globally inclusive research is required to further understand and facilitate the comprehensive assessments that are needed to inform climate policies.

**Summary Theme 3: Co-produced Climate Services and Solutions**

*S27: Hazards and Extreme events*

Climate risk results from the interactions of climate-related hazards with the exposure and vulnerability of affected systems. This risk evolves with changes in hazards, adaptive capacities, and human decision making. Climatic impact-drivers, in the sense of hazards, are affecting every region of the world and every sector will be affected by changes in multiple climatic impact-drivers, including changes in extremes. The frequency and intensity of many extreme events are being affected by climate change. Climate change is increasing the probability of unprecedented extreme events and that of compounding events that require a multi-hazard, multi-risk perspective in science and decision-making and are a focus of research. We must increasingly “imagine the unimaginable” for appropriate risk preparedness and management. Changes in climate hazards, exposure and vulnerability are inherently linked to the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). Climate change impacts may impede reaching some SDG targets, yet many SDG achievements can reduce vulnerabilities and increase resilience.

There has been progress in understanding characteristics of, and changes in, extreme events. There is increased confidence in changes for extreme heat, and drought in some regions. Advances have been made on changes in extreme rainfall, though gaps remain. Progress has been made in developing early warning systems for extremes and impacts, but primarily on weather time scales, and it is a challenge to provide relevant, local-scale information in many vulnerable regions. It is crucial to consider connections between hazards and their changes, and impacts. Impact-based forecasts are therefore useful tools to increase the relevance of warnings for decision makers, but also face challenges around responsibility and liability. Confidence in changes in extreme events varies by event type and region, with some uncertainties owing to model disagreement or incomplete scientific understanding. Some climate tipping points are related to extremes, yet the study of threshold-breaching events requires mean state and variability information which is not always available. Some hazards, such as drought, are complex because they can affect or be detected in many variables. Collecting enough data on exposure, vulnerability, hazards, and behavioral responses is difficult, and it is challenging to reduce uncertainty on changes in hazards for which observations are sparse and there are relatively few suitable model projections, such as severe convective storms. Feedbacks in the Earth system and cascading events pose additional scientific challenges. Attribution of extremes and their impacts while properly accounting for confounding drivers remains difficult.
Artificial Intelligence (AI) allows the development of modelling approaches that go beyond the climate data and deal with the risk components systematically. This has been applied through explainable AI and causal inference for human displacement related to climate drivers.

Downscaling requires new approaches to address either the computational cost (dynamical downscaling) or the stationarity hypothesis (statistical-empirical downscaling). Machine learning approaches are helping to develop and test update methods that bring together both dynamical and statistical approaches. These methods risk requiring large training samples.

Open data sources (IRI data library, C3S CDS) are fundamental to provide traceable, reproducible and verifiable climate predictions, as WMO recommends. Public software tools that lead to feasible approaches within the time available to deliver a service are also important to generate capacity to deliver services. These elements empower remote actors to deliver the information (both in the digital format and in the form of narratives) that their regional and local users’ demand.

Observational data are a challenge. Including additional data sources, especially in situ data that are not usually shared with international initiatives are particularly valuable for regional climate.

Ensemble selection methods become relevant to extract useful/skillful information and to reduce the ensemble size to perform additional processing (e.g., downscaling). Even without ensemble selection, other processing of climate data is necessary to extract the signal, such as calibration and bias adjustment in climate forecasts. However, it is important to bear in mind that one size does not fit all purposes (as the validation of the approaches often shows), and at times the data processing is not necessary or the best approach.

There is the need to co-construct regional information for a variety of climate services in support of decision making. There is an increasing recognition of the urgency to bridge the gap from physical climate science to the needs of human and natural systems. There are emerging and increasing global scale to help this process. Working with decision-makers to co-construct regional information for a variety of climate services cannot be done in isolation. Sustained engagement with stakeholders is required, with both sector and regional expertise crucial. This session highlighted interdisciplinary work to co-produce useful and contextual impact- and risk-relevant information. A range of different research methods and communication techniques demonstrate that no one size fits all solutions, requiring a range of approaches to close the gap between the science and what society needs to ensure decision-making is action oriented and 'fit for purpose'. The role of 'unfancy work' is critical to process and make data useable, useful, and used.

Information is moving closer to the decision scales, requiring subsector and subregional detail. A lot of good work is happening, but urgent research is still required in key areas, such as: (a) Operationalization of climate services, (b) Improvement of scientists' understanding of decision-making landscape and deeper, sustainable capacity building efforts, (c) Quality assurance and control, database creation, availability of data, and co-production and design, (d) Minimization of data limitations and improvement of confidence, and (e) Determination of specific thresholds of climatic impact-driver response that may vary within and across sectors and regions.

Climate and climate risk projections are uncertain. A probabilistic treatment of climate risks in a future climate is therefore often not possible or misleading. One needs to anticipate the unexpected, i.e., events that have previously been considered impossible or at least implausible.

Approaches are required that go beyond statistical hazard assessments and standard climate model ensemble projections, to enable stress testing of the affected systems. Such approaches may include
the use of physical climate storylines, the UNSEEN approach, or brainstorming by the involved parties of their experience in other regions and imagining possible outcomes.

Unexpected outcomes may reveal serious limitations of current practice regarding governance, early warning systems, emergency responses and spatial planning. Complex risks may require resources simultaneously and thus overstrain the response capacities. Dynamic adaptation pathways help to adapt based on early warning signals of emerging climate trends.

Stakeholder-driven work and co-production ensure that the obtained information is actionable and can be directly used in adaptation planning. Stakeholders often want single numbers, but might accept working with uncertain outcomes, if they have a clear understanding of their sources and relevance. In the Global South resources are often missing for climate risk assessments, e.g., for observational data and research in general.

**S31 Climate knowledge co-production in a decision and policy context**

Growing climate impacts are leading to an ever-increasing demand for relevant climate knowledge and translation to inform decision and policy contexts. The climate knowledge user community has diverse needs across many different scales and cultures coupled with complexity of power relationships among societies, especially when comparing resource rich and poor nations. The science-policy interface requires transdisciplinary approaches to develop climate services through knowledge codesign, coproduction, and codelivery informing anticipatory adaptation to future challenges. To reflect these needs in the Open Science Conference Session on “Climate knowledge co-production in a decision and policy context” three Keynotes were presented on the “Transformation through Transdisciplinarity”, “Co-production in Climate Services”, and on “Principles for co-producing climate services: practical insights from FRACTAL”. Each Keynote was accompanied by two short oral presentations on concrete case studies and local experiences with respect to the “examining participation in climate decision-making: myth and reality”, the “willingness and preparedness of communities to share knowledge for climate change adaptation in Chivi, Zimbabwe”, the “going to extremes in climate services: lessons and practices for managing through the new abnormal”, “silver-lining in a cascading crisis: interdisciplinary knowledge production for impactful climate science in Afghanistan”, and the “causal and explainable machine-learning models for hazard-induced displacement”.

The discussion of the presentations and the overall topic of co-production of climate services included strong statements towards transdisciplinary knowledge sharing and joint learning, the inclusion of ethical and moral aspects and the valuation of inputs and outputs. It became clear that joint development involving natural and social science is key to the success of climate services. Academic literature is informing policies and the uptake of climate knowledge. Both, disciplinary depth and inter-/ transdisciplinary integration are needed for the co-production of climate knowledge in the decision and policy context.

**S32 and S34: Climate services**

Capacity development for climate services is key for fostering informed decision-making, empowering local institutions and communities, and thereby ensuring effective adaptation strategies. The session underscored a growing acknowledgment regarding the importance of understanding the needs and expectations of the target group and their decision contexts in the design of the training activities. It emphasized the adoption of gender responsive people-centric approaches, proactive engagement with policymakers, coordination of activities, communication of training opportunities (e.g., through a training catalogue), establishment of strategic partnerships (e.g., with boundary organizations), the need for assessing the benefits of trainings, and a commitment to ensuring the sustainability of training programs.

Climate services have been shown to have positive effects on resilience and wellbeing. However, we must make efforts towards creating tailorable standards for climate services to ensure that the service
is robust int the future. Stronger efforts and needed to link learning across individual monitoring and evaluation initiatives to catalyze a synthesis learning base. Together with funding agencies, there is a need to think strategically about the sustainability of climate services initiatives as part of the continuous monitoring and evaluation process.

**S36: Observations for Decisions**

Earth observations (EO) from benthic, glider- and floater-based, ground-based, airborne, and space-based instruments are the backbone of Earth system and climate science. EO are a key pillar for WCRP research since EO provide the essential data and insights necessary to understand the complex processes and interactions within the different components (atmosphere, ocean, cryosphere, and biosphere) of the Earth system and crucial information on our changing environment under the impacts of climate change. The created knowledge in turn informs policy, adaptation strategies, and global efforts to address climate-related challenges. Observations also empower people by providing them with crucial knowledge and understanding of their situation within the context of a changing climate.

Africa faces significant challenges in terms of EO capabilities, often referred to as being "observation poor." This is due to a combination of factors, including limited financial resources, infrastructure deficits, and a lack of access to advanced technology. Many African countries struggle to establish and maintain satellite-based observation systems, weather monitoring networks, and ground-based instrumentation for environmental research. The consequences of this observation deficit are profound, as it hinders the ability to monitor and respond to critical issues like climate change, air quality, natural disasters, agricultural productivity, and water resource management in a way that is anchored in real-world data. Addressing the lack of observation in Africa is crucial for the continent’s sustainable development, resilience to environmental changes, and informed decision-making for the well-being of its populations. Efforts to improve EO capacity in Africa are essential to bridge this gap and ensure data-driven decision support for various sectors, including agriculture, public health, and disaster management. The avenue of low-cost sensors and citizen science are a key opportunity (especially for the Global South) and has the potential to revolutionize various fields and applications due to their affordability, accessibility, and versatility. Importantly, instrument design, development, and deployment, data collection, particularly for long-term monitoring, and data analysis are key research activities with which a broad range of scientists can be trained and educated.

Key messages from the different presentations were:

- Historical data rescue of so far undigitized observations has great potential to improve knowledge of past precipitation events and learn about its variability and trends.
- Designing a pan-African climate observation system to deliver societal benefit through climate action reveals the strong need for co-creation and technology transfer as goals.
- Low-cost sensors for local air pollution measurements delivering new information on diurnal cycle of critical air pollutants in agricultural areas reveal potential for creating meaningful guidance for policymakers.
- Development of a pilot coastal greenhouse gas observing system in southern Africa emphasizes the complexity of coastal systems and the usefulness of low-cost sensors.
- Quantification of in situ climatological data coverage and human population dynamics across the mountains of Africa link socio-economic data to geography and flow of mountain resources.
- EO in supporting the UNFCCC Paris Agreement should be used in new, deductive approaches to make climate change salient for society and generate emotions leading to climate action.
- Ocean digital twins incorporating a broad range of ocean-related observations could become a key resource to inform adaptation planning with respect to regional sea-level rise.
S37: Regional attribution

A challenge in attributing extreme events is the presence of further factors that confound human influences. Examples shown were as diverse as water or land management, and water demand by invasive species. For reliable local/small regional attribution it is vital to address all relevant factors. This is why impact studies generally require a knowledgeable regional perspective in the team addressing it. Climate models are not always able to reliably simulate extremes. This emerged in the attempts to link to landslides, where the issue was caused by the scales involved, but possibly also sampling, and in variance of extremes in CMIP models (my talk) which impede reliable use of analogues to determine implications of past extremes for adaptation.

There is an urgent need for more representation of the global south in attribution research and applications, both in terms of events analyzed and teams analyzing it. Many speakers stressed this. Despite perceptions in the climate community or improvement in this area, analysis of extreme events in the research community (represented by BAMS supplement) is still very uneven and unequal in terms of i) who is involved in the studies, ii) what regions’ extremes are analyzed, and iii) what factors are considered. There is little evidence of any trends towards more even representation. Providing information on attribution is useful even in cases where it is scientifically a straightforward, thermodynamic response.

Operationalizing extreme event attribution: Climate services such as C3S are interested in operationalizing extreme event attribution, building on their preexisting climate monitoring activities leveraging a range of methodologies including reanalysis + forecasts, seasonal forecasts and hindcast evaluation amongst others.

S38: Connecting regional impacts and climate information

An interconnectedness of climate challenges exists across various regions, showing a common strength of regional coordination, community engagement, holistic approaches, and data accessibility. To fill the identified gaps, there is a need for improved data management, long-term resilience planning, and a focus on the unique challenges faced by indigenous communities. The common perspectives and solutions point towards enhanced collaboration, data sharing, and a holistic approach to addressing climate change impacts in a rapidly changing world.

**Common Strengths:**

a) Resilience through Regional Coordination: Multiple presentations emphasized the importance of regional coordination and collaboration to enhance climate resilience. A discussion on the Indian Ocean observation system highlighted the need for regeneration and resilience through complementarity and redundancy. The necessity for integrated water resource management in transboundary river basins to address both climate and socio-political challenges was underlined.

b) Community Engagement: The significance of community-level climate information in East Africa was discussed. The importance of recognizing local priorities was stressed, enhancing community capacity for resilience, and utilizing participatory scenario planning to integrate indigenous knowledge into modern forecasting practices.

c) Holistic Approaches: Rising water levels in Uganda highlight the value of a holistic approach to flood management, including defined roles for various institutions, regional cooperation, and the enforcement of existing laws.

d) Data Accessibility: Accurate weather data for precision agriculture in Rwanda are needed, emphasizing the importance of overcoming data limitations through sensor support to aid farmer decision-makers.

**Identified Gaps:**

a) Data and Service Gaps: Significant data gaps exist caused by the COVID-19 pandemic in the Indian Ocean observation system, which affected the monitoring and prediction of societally relevant impacts, indicating the need for improved data management and servicing.

b) Drought Resilience: Drought impacts in southwest Mali highlighted the consequences of climate change on livestock production. While responses like crop residual storage and bushfire control are known, there remains a gap in addressing the long-term resilience of pastoral communities in drought-prone regions. Indigenous
agricultural revenue identify the negative impact of teak on fertile land. Addressing the livelihood challenges of indigenous communities requires further exploration.

**Common Perspectives and Solutions:**

a) **Enhanced Data Availability:** Improving data availability and management is a shared priority. This can be achieved through the deployment of sensors, regional collaboration, and data sharing.

b) **Community Engagement and Indigenous Knowledge:** The value of involving local communities and integrating indigenous knowledge into climate adaptation strategies was highlighted. Combining traditional knowledge with modern forecasting practices can enhance resilience.

c) **Transboundary Collaboration:** The importance of hydro-diplomacy and integrated water resource management exist in transboundary river basins. Collaborative efforts among countries are essential for managing shared resources and addressing climate-related challenges.

**S39: Institutions and frameworks**

The world is becoming less optimal for humans, and we need to rapidly enhance our ability to deal with climate information in a decision/policy context. In this process we should explore new approaches and make new mistakes. An unprecedented amount of climate data is now available to users but neither the capacity nor the capability often exists among communities to deal with this information. Having hammers, saws and drills are key capacities you need to have if you want to build a wooden structure, but they are not useful if you don’t know how to use them.

Several international activities are supporting the capability effort by making more data available easily accessible and usable. A further push exists to operationalize other data streams via WIPPS (e.g. storm surges predictions, climate projections), methodologies (e.g. attribution) or interface (e.g. IPCC Climate Atlas via Copernicus). Much more effort is required to support communities in extracting the relevant information and account for it in existing decision processes. The ongoing effort towards a National Framework for Climate Services in some nations are examples of where there is interest in building national capability and capacities.

**S40: Lessons from failures**

Failure is hard to talk about and easily disguised by choice of metrics, yet the nature of the long-term legacy is a key indicator of the real value of any action. Failure may often have more profound value than a success by introducing necessary course corrections or encouraging objective assessment of alternative avenues.

The legacy of the engagement between the resource rich and resource poor nations (typically referred to as Global North and Global South) is troublesome, and disproportionately weak in Africa with a consequence that resource poor partners are dis-empowered in many contexts. Resource rich nations need to move beyond treating the issues as one of mere inequity that can be ameliorated simply by increasing the numerical participation from the south and recognize that the need is additionally to share the power of convening and engage in co-leading to empower and engage with the intellectual expertise in resource poor nations.

Awareness of the lived experience of individuals in resource poor nations is, on its own, an inadequate driver of effective modalities of engagement. This awareness needs to be converted into a deeper comprehension of the lived realities of the context to enable structuring actions aligned to the realities of the situational needs and that have efficacy in empowering the resource poor partner. Comprehension comes through "deep listening" that recognizes research is personal and can understand the threefold nature of the lived experience in terms of feelings of the individual, the values at play, and the structural parameters that characterize the situational context.

Changing the efficacy of the engagement between the global north and global south necessitates a release of a measure of control by the north and to share authority to facilitate equitable convening of the agendas that begins right at the design phase of any action and continues through to
implementation. A cost-benefit framing encourages the use of quantitative de-personalizing metrics, while a “rights” based framing elevates the value of individuals and lived experience.

Building resilience has multiple modalities and needs to be aligned with the community's risk exposure. Lower accuracy and lower resolution models and error diagnosis serve crucial evidential roles in scientific research and should not be quickly discounted. Society is not homogeneous, and such assumptions about a community can deeply undermine the efficacy of a well-intended action, a trap that risk communicators often fall into.

Mass dissemination and communication methods about weather and climate risk alerts makes assumptions about the homogeneity of the community and can lead to unintended and negative consequences. How the public perceive and receive research and scientifically based information on climate hazard can result in the public responding in a way that can cause harm. Risk communication methods should be informed by local customs and practices. The target community can build a culture of risk sensitivity and imagination, and this can be effectively linked to risk reduction actions, but first one must understand the communities. Unaccounted for relational dynamics of multi-scalar governance can undermine adaptation.

The intersectional realities of a context are often poorly understood, of major importance to achieving success in adaptation actions, and often skirted by the agencies and actors engaged in a decoupled manner from the realities of the context. The consequences of actions initiated without comprehension of the context cause at best ineffective adaptation and wasted resources, and at worst cause harm to the individual and the lived experience of a community, including leaving a more degraded state at the end of the action.